STRENGTH-BASED APPROACH:
SCENARIO
E-CIGARETTES AND VAPING: ACTIVITY SHEET 2
SKILL DEVELOPMENT: CHALLENGING MISINFORMATION,
IDENTIFYING RISKS, CRITICAL THINKING, DECISION-MAKING AND
REFUSAL SKILLS

Nicole and her best friend, Sascha, had bought some vapes from her older brother.
They were the brightly coloured disposable ones and came in some flavours they had
never tried before. Sascha’s favourite flavour was strawberry and Nicole had used the
orange one a couple of times but these were really different and included cheesecake and
cola. Both girls were in Year 9 and had been vaping for a couple of months, first trying it at
a party when an older guy Sascha liked offered one to them.
Sascha never felt comfortable vaping at school. The first time Nicole asked her if she
wanted to vape in the bathroom with her she made up an excuse and managed to get out
of it. Nicole began vaping at school at least a couple of times every day and Sascha finally
agreed to join her. Sometimes a couple of other friends would vape with them but Sascha
would become anxious that the more there were in the bathroom, the greater chance
they would get caught. Nicole had already been caught vaping by a teacher and was
suspended. Sascha didn’t want the same thing to happen to her.
When Sascha arrived at school Nicole told her that she had the cheesecake flavoured
vape with her and that they should try it as soon as possible. The bathroom was empty
when they got there and Nicole took out the vape. Suddenly a couple of Year 7 girls
walked in and saw them both. Nicole exploded at them and told them to get out, warning
them that if they said anything to a teacher she would find them and make them pay.
One of the girls got visibly upset and said she needed to use the toilet. Nicole yelled at her
again. Sascha felt really uncomfortable and didn’t know what to do next.
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STRENGTH-BASED APPROACH:
SCENARIO: ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1: IDENTIFYING RISKS AND MAKING DECISIONS
Nicole and Sascha had been vaping flavoured e-cigarettes for a couple of months. Both of
them were now vaping at school, with Nicole doing it at least a couple of times every day.
After some general information about vaping has been discussed, ask the students to identify and list some of
the issues Sascha was facing in the scenario. These would include the following:
• Sascha had been vaping for a couple of months
• Sascha’s best friend, Nicole, was now vaping at least a couple of times a day at school
• Nicole pressured her into vaping in the school bathroom, even though she didn’t feel comfortable
doing it
• she was very worried about getting caught vaping in the toilets as she didn’t want to get
suspended like Nicole
• she became particularly anxious when more friends joined them in the bathroom to vape
• some younger students had walked into the toilets when Sascha and Nicole were about to
start vaping
• Nicole had got very angry with the younger girls and had shouted and threatened them, causing
them to get upset
Using a ‘think pair share activity’ (i.e., think to themselves, pair up and talk about it with one other person and
then share together), ask students to consider the following questions:
• why do you think Nicole wanted to vape in the school toilets? Why did she pressure Sascha to do it
with her? Why would Sascha have finally agreed to do something she really didn’t want to do?
• why would Sascha have not wanted to take part in this activity? What are some of the risks
involved with vaping in school bathrooms? What would happen at your school if someone got
caught doing that?
• Sascha felt really uncomfortable when Nicole threatened the younger girls and didn’t know
what to do next. What do you believe she should have done? Why? How do you feel about older
students treating younger ones in this way? Do you think you would have intervened if you had
been in the bathroom when Nicole was shouting at the Year 7 girl? Why/why not?
• bathrooms and other common areas at schools should be ‘safe spaces’ where no-one feels
that they are at-risk of being threatened by others. How do you think schools can ensure that all
students feel safe in these spaces? What would you do?
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STRENGTH-BASED APPROACH:
SCENARIO: ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 2: WHY FLAVOURS?
Nicole and Sascha had tried a number of different flavoured vapes, including strawberry
and orange. They had just bought some new flavoured vapes – cheesecake and cola. Why
do you think e-cigarettes are flavoured?
Briefly discuss the history of e-cigarettes and why they were first invented. What was their original purpose and
who were their target audience? When were they first invented? Teachers can use the DARTA fact sheet for
young people ‘E-cigarettes and vaping’ for background information.
Hand out Activity Sheet 1 and prior to students working through the activity highlight the following key points
raised in the introduction:
• e-cigarettes were first invented in 2003, i.e., they are new and we know little about their potential
harms
• they were developed to help cigarette smokers addicted to nicotine quit smoking
• one of the key risks associated with the use of cigarettes is the inhaling of smoke and burnt
matter
• vapers were able to get a ‘nicotine-hit’ without burning the product and inhaling smoke
Once discussed and students clearly have an understanding of why e-cigarettes were invented and who they
were developed for (i.e., to assist nicotine-dependent smokers quit smoking) they should work through the
worksheet by themselves or in pairs. Once completed, bring the class together and discuss.
In the scenario, Nicole and Sascha had tried a variety of different flavoured vapes. Ask students to list the
flavours they know of that are used in e-cigarettes. Hand out Activity Sheet 2 and before students start to work
on it discuss the following points included in the introduction:
• e-cigarettes contain ‘e-liquid’ which is heated to create vapour
• originally e-liquid contained only nicotine
• flavours have now been added to the e-liquid
Using a ‘think pair share activity’ (i.e., think to themselves, pair up and talk about it with one other person and
then share together), students should work through the activity and identify who they believe is more likely to
find the range of flavours provided appealing, i.e., what groups are these flavours targeting? Are there some
flavours that are preferred by children and others by adults? Bring the class together and discuss.
Do they believe that the new generation of e-cigarettes, particularly the flavoured, brightly-coloured disposable
vapes are still being made for nicotine-dependent smokers who want to quit smoking? If not, who do they think
the target audience is? Why do they think that? Why would companies target that group?
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STRENGTH-BASED APPROACH:
SCENARIO: ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 3: WHAT’S INSIDE A VAPE?
Nicole and Sascha had been vaping for a couple of months. Do you think they knew what
was contained in the e-cigarettes they were using?
Every day we use a range of devices and gadgets that we have little to no understanding of how they actually
work. Ask students to list 10 household appliances that their family uses without ever questioning how they do
the things they do, e.g., TV, computer, microwave, mobile phone, etc. Share these with the class and discuss
whether or not it is important to know how things work? What are some of the reasons that most people don’t
question how these devices or appliances work? Some of the reasons could include the following:
• they’ve always been there and we just take them for granted
• most people aren’t interested, they just want to use them
• most people don’t need to know – the only ones who do are those who made them or have to
repair them
• how they work can be extremely complicated and you need specific knowledge to understand the
workings fully
Can they think of reasons why it may be important for people to know how devices or appliances work?
Some of the reasons may include:
• they get damaged and need to be repaired
• to improve your awareness and knowledge
• to be aware of potential risks and dangers
Ask students what they know about how an e-cigarette works. What is the main difference between smoking
a cigarette and vaping? Hand out Activity Sheet 3 and prior to students working through the activity highlight
that all vapes contain e-liquid which needs to be converted into vapour. Discuss that this can only be done
by heating the liquid. How hot do you think you would have to heat a liquid to create vapour? How would an
e-cigarette be able to do this?
Once they have completed the activity, discuss the designs they have produced and some of the similarities
and differences that they came up with.
Hand out Activity Sheet 4 and firstly, discuss the three main components of any e-cigarette (i.e., a battery, a
heating element (or coil) and ‘e-liquid’) and ask students to look at the internal workings they had drawn. Did they
identify any of these? Students should then discuss the questions raised on the worksheet with a partner and/or
small group. Bring the class together to discuss the photographs of the inside of a disposable vape.
Do they look well-made? If not, why not? Did they expect to see something different? Do they look safe?
These devices have to get very hot to create a vapour – do they think that what they have seen looks like it is
safe to get to a very high temperature? Does knowing what is inside a disposable vape change their opinion on
the devices? Do they think that it could change the mind of people who vape?
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STRENGTH-BASED APPROACH:
SCENARIO: ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 4: VAPING: IDENTIFYING HARMS THAT MATTER
Nicole and Sascha had been vaping for a couple of months. Do you think that
either of them know very much about the risks associated with using e-cigarettes?
Are there any particular harms that could make them stop vaping?
What messages around harms have you heard about vaping?
Make a list of as many as you can and then share them with a partner.
Hand out Activity Sheet 5 and ask students to complete the activity.
The vaping campaign posters on the sheet highlight the following messages:
• nicotine is a poison
• nicotine is poisonous to the brain
• nicotine is addictive
• vaping can be addictive
• vaping affects the brain
• the vapour doesn’t just contain water
• there may be more in the vape than just flavour
• you can never be sure exactly what it is you are vaping
• some people vape because of peer or social pressure
• vaping has some of the same risks as smoking
Discuss which message they thought was the most effective and why they believed that to be the case.
Which one did they think was the least effective?
Once a list of potential harms has been identified, discuss whether they believed any of them would be likely to
influence young people and their decision to vape or not. Which did they believe was most effective and why?
Which of the harms that have been identified do you think may have changed either of the girls’ minds about
vaping? Why? Are there any of the harms that you believe would have prevented them from starting to vape in
the first place? Why do you think those would have been effective?
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ACTIVITY SHEET 1:
CHANGING FACE OF E-CIGARETTES
The first e-cigarette was invented in 2003 by a Chinese inventor to try to help people wanting to quit smoking.
They enabled cigarette smokers to get a ‘nicotine-hit’ without burning the product and inhaling smoke.

The first vapes looked just like traditional cigarettes.
Why do you think they were designed that way?
	
	
		
	


‘Vape pens’ were next to come onto the market. What could
be some reasons for manufacturers changing the design in
this way?
	
	
		
	


Disposable e-cigarettes are now available.
List some of the differences between these and the
original vapes.
Do you believe these are designed for the same people?
If not, who do you think they are targeting?
List some reasons for your answer.
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ACTIVITY SHEET 2:
WHAT FLAVOURS FOR WHO?
E-cigarettes contain ‘e-liquid’ which is heated to create a vapour. The original e-liquid contained only nicotine
but now a wide range of flavours are also added. Today the design and packaging can also reflect the flavour,
with disposable vapes now coming in bright colours.

Here are a range of different flavours – who do you think is most likely to find each of these
appealing? Who is less likely? Identify a key target group for each of these flavours.
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ACTIVITY SHEET 3:
DIFFERENT E-CIGARETTES – HOW DO THEY WORK?
E-cigarettes enable users to inhale a vapour instead of smoke. There are many different vapes available,
some far more complex in design than others. They all contain ‘e-liquid’ which is then converted into a vapour.
How do you convert a liquid into a vapour? How do you think an e-cigarette is able to do that?

In the space below list all the things that you believe would need to be in a vape, i.e., the
components of the device. Once completed, attempt to put these all inside the template provided.

What’s inside a Vape?
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ACTIVITY SHEET 4:
WHAT’S INSIDE A DISPOSABLE VAPE?
All e-cigarettes contain at least three major components
– a battery, a heating element (or coil) and ‘e-liquid’
which is housed in a small cartridge, often referred to as
a ‘pod’.
Some vapes are far more sophisticated and complex in
design. Some include additional features.
Brightly coloured flavoured disposable vapes are
mass-produced and made cheaply but still must contain
the three components.

Take a look at the photographs below that show
what is inside a disposable vape.
Are you able to identify the three main parts?
Are you surprised by what is inside?
Does it look like it is well made and/or ‘safe’?
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ACTIVITY SHEET 5:
IDENTIFYING HARMS THAT MATTER
Look at these posters that warn about the harms associated with e-cigarettes and vaping.
Try and identify the key messages that each of them is trying to convey.
Rank them as to which one you believe is likely to influence a young person’s decision whether to vape
or not (1 being the most likely and 6 being the least likely).
Which one did you think was the most effective? Why?
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